Real-time market data,
news and chat

Cutting edge cloud-based technology for cash and derivatives data
Today’s competitive and cost-sensitive marketplace is crying out for an innovative,
cost-effective market data platform.
Hosted on the cloud, DGX leverages cutting-edge technology to provide you with
real-time financial information while slashing your data spend. It gives you exactly
what you need and nothing you don’t.

Advanced technology,
cost-effective delivery
DGX is a revolutionary cloud-based
real-time market data, news, chat and
analysis platform, delivering the widest
range of cash and derivatives market
data direct to your desktop, iPad or
mobile device through a modern,
user-friendly interface.
More cost-effective than installed
systems, DGX is hosted on the secure
SuperDerivatives cloud.
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Free text search
			

no complicated codes

DGX’s intuitive, cloud-based
GUI removes the complexity
associated with old-fashioned
installed data services. With DGX’s
search option, there’s no need
to memorise complex codes or
tickers – giving you a more intuitive
free-text search option.
No expensive terminals and
licenses – DGX enhances your
trading operations while slashing
your data spend.

Live news and
market commentary
With DGX you can see live news
and market commentary from
a variety of sources, including
Twitter, as well as an economic
calendar so you’re always in
the loop.
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Real-time
and historical charting
DGX allows you to view both real-time and historical
charts across all asset classes – simply choose an
asset, select a chart and customise it. With real-time
charts, the latest data will be automatically generated
when you open the chart, while historical charts let you
see the exact timeframe you want to view.

Cutting-edge

functionality

DGX’s extensive range of features includes a modern
chat interface, allowing you to build an online community.
You can import your contacts from other chat systems as
well as connect to any DGX user, organise group chats,
hold video conferences and share files.
Because the system is widget based, you can configure
everything to your preferences, save your customised
screens, and share them with other users.

Widest depth
and coverage
of data
DGX offers the widest range of cash
and derivatives data pulled together
from a large variety of data sources –
which means you get the most accurate
representation of true market rates
directly to your computer or mobile device.
Multi-asset coverage includes FX,
commodities, interest rates, credit 		
and equities.
DGX also makes it easy to transfer market
data into your existing Excel spreadsheet,
customise it and generate live calculations
with a push of a button.
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SuperDerivatives
awarded Best
New Market Data
Product

To make sure you’re getting exactly what you need
you also get access to a huge variety of additional
data sources and third party apps via the DGX store.

Award-winning
Our business is built on exceptional market data,
and that is why the global financial community has
repeatedly voted us the ‘Best New Data Product ’ in
the Inside Market Data Awards.

SuperDerivatives
voted Best New
Data Product

SuperDerivatives
voted Best
Derivatives Data
Provider for the
fourth time
SuperDerivatives
voted Best
Real-Time
Market Data
Initiative

For a more detailed demonstration of DGX please contact sales@sdgm.com
or talk to your local representative.
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